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Mountains of Memory
Triangulating landscape, cult and regional 

identity through Zeus

ADAM WIZNURA & CHRISTINA G. WILLIAMSON

Abstract

This article investigates the triangular relationship between mountains, religion, and regional 
identity in the Graeco-Roman world. We focus on three different peak sanctuaries of Zeus to 
assess their role in shaping political landscapes and raising regional awareness: Zeus Lykaios on 
Mount Lykaion in Arkadia, Zeus Akraios on Mount Pelion in Thessaly, and Zeus Stratios on 
a plateau near Amaseia in the highlands of Pontos. The analysis examines the physical mountain, 
the narratives associated with it, the visuality through intervisibility and viewshed analyses, 
and the role of ritual and festival as the cult becomes absorbed by a nearby city. Through our 
analyses, incorporating material evidence such as epigraphy and numismatics, we show that 
visual prominence was not always the mountain’s main asset. Local myth and legend played a 
part in foregrounding these cults in the surrounding regions, helping the mountains to acquire 
a symbolic and political importance over time. We conclude by suggesting that these mountain 
sanctuaries of Zeus provide a locus of social memory – they were storied places that acquired 
significance in the political landscape and were claimed by nearby cities to both legitimise their 
own place in the landscape, thereby creating a sense of region.
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Introduction

Mountains hold a special place in the human mind, possessing a deep ontology 

unlike any other natural feature. Social geographer Yi-Fi Tuan states: ‘modern 

nations like to think that a high peak, if not the world’s highest, lies within their 

border’, indicating the magnetic attraction of mountains, especially in the political 

 Both authors are from the Faculty of Arts at the University of Groningen. Correspondence to Adam 
Wiznura. Email: a.j.r.wiznura@rug.nl. Unless otherwise stated, the authors are responsible for the 
production of the images. 
 Della Dora . This paper draws in part from Williamson  and Williamson in press. 
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imagination. This was no less the case in the pre-modern world, although claims 

to such heights were typically framed in terms of divine power. In Bronze Age 

Greece, particularly on Crete, this is illustrated by the numerous peak sanctuaries. 

In Byzantine times and later, such mountaintops are frequently marked with 

monasteries or chapels, with the Prophet Elijah (Profitis Ilias) being a regular 

patron saint of heights. In Turkey, peaks and hilltops are often named Dede Tepe 

in reference to ancestors or holy men from long ago. The Graeco-Roman world 

shows extensive evidence of the mountain worship of ‘natural’ gods and local 

heroes, but majestic peaks are often the domain of supreme deities such as Kybele/

Meter Theon (especially in Asia Minor) and more frequently Zeus, e.g. Mount 

Ida on Crete (Zeus Idaios), Mount Parnes in Attica (Zeus Parnessios), Mount 

Laphystion in Boeotia (Zeus Laphystios), or Mount Athos in Macedonia (Zeus 

Athoios), and in Asia Minor the shrine of Zeus Labraundos in the mountains 

above Mylasa, Zeus Panamaros on a hilltop near Stratonikeia, and certainly Zeus 

Bottiaios on Mount Silpios overlooking Antioch. Cook’s monumental overview 

of the cults of Zeus often locates them in high places, while Kreutz’ more recent 

study examines the political dimensions of cults of Zeus in general. The political 

implications of mountain cults to Zeus, however, remains an understudied area. 

This paper contributes towards filling this gap by addressing the triangular 

dependencies between landscape, cult and regional identity.

Due to their prominence in the landscape, we may hypothesise that perception 

was central to the significance of mountain cults and would have had a reciprocal 

effect on the scope of communities that held them in regard. Did mountain cults 

to Zeus aid in the formation of a shared regional experience that was at the same 

time ritual and political? Mountains are dominant forces in the human landscape 

and are often viewed as sacred, shrouded in local myths and legends. Mountains 

can also have political significance as a central point within a territory or as markers 

of the frontiers between territories. They are also special places that afford views 

across different regions simultaneously, and that define the horizons of numerous 

 Tuan , . Mount Ararat is an example of the opposite case; while this is the chief symbol of 
Armenia, Armenians are painfully aware that the summit lies on the opposite side of the border with 
Turkey.
 Soetens et al. ; Peatfield .
 For biblical associations of the Prophet Elijah to mountaintops see  Kings :-:; for the 
spread of the cult of Elijah in Byzantine times and his connection with mountains see Kontoulis 
, -.
 Heights named Dede Tepe (‘Grandfather Hill’) may be found in the provinces of Yozgat (also 
known as Hasandede Dağı), Niğde (also Dede Dağı), Ankara (Emekli Dede Tepe), and in the foot-
hills of Geikli Dağı, west of Pergamon, near Atarneus, discussed in Williamson , . 
 See Belis  for a discussion of Greek mountaintop sanctuaries.
 Cook , -; Kreutz , - on transregional cults, and - for connections with 
rulers and tyrants.
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communities as well. Rather than being fixed geographical units, regions can be 

defined by social, cultural, or governance constructs which tells us something of 

the fluidity of their identities. Identity is by no means a simple term to define, 

but rather should be seen as a process that is constantly changing depending, 

among others, on social, political, and cultural circumstances, factors that cause 

how people identify to change over time. Following this concept, regional iden-

tity should also be viewed as a continuing process, rather than as a fixed idea, and 

may be influenced by physical features within the imagined region. The wider 

region of the Greek city-state is characterised not just by economic zones or 

fortifications, but is also punctuated by natural places belonging to the gods. 

If mountains are defining features in the landscape, they will influence how this 

identity is shaped. Given their prominence in political, social, and mental landscapes, 

it makes sense that mountains attracted cult in recognition of their immanence. 

Shrines on or near the summit, however, came at a price in the frequency of 

physical visits, as a great deal of effort was needed to travel to the sanctuary. Yet 

the increased cost of accessibility surely coincided with a calculated investment in 

participating in the festivals of these (trans)urban or regional sacred centres. This 

leads to the question of the role of mountains in building identity within a region 

through ritual and cognitive positioning, which forms the baseline throughout 

this paper.

This study presents a comparative approach towards assessing the role of moun-

tain cults of Zeus in shaping landscape and regional identity by focusing on three 

different cults of Zeus from various areas and periods of the Greek world. Shown 

in Figure , these include: ) the cult of Zeus Lykaios on Mount Lykaion in Arka-

dia, which was especially active in the late Classical and early Hellenistic periods; 

) the cult of Zeus Akraios on Mount Pelion in Thessaly, which gained significance 

in the Hellenistic period; and ) the cult of Zeus Stratios on a mountain plateau 

near ancient Amaseia in Pontos in northern Anatolia, which may have undergone 

a revival in the Imperial period. While we may seem to be comparing apples 

with oranges, each case study presents a mountain cult that became relevant to the 

political structure of a rising city nearby entailing a regional sense of identity. The 

analysis of each case study is essentially threefold, starting with a brief historical 

overview of the site and the specific cult of Zeus which will focus on myths, legends 

and stories told in later times. Secondly, the impact on landscape through the 

visuality of the mountain shrine is assessed with viewshed analyses. A viewshed is 

the extent of area that may be seen from a defined position, and a geographic 

 Paasi , ; Paasi , . See Paasi  for a discussion of regions and regional identity; 
see Cardete , - for landscapes as cultural constructs.
 See Bayart  for a discussion of identity as a process rather than a fixed idea.
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information system (GIS) provides a tool for digitally mapping this extent and 

discovering overlaps with other features such as settlements, sanctuaries, or other 

hilltops, allowing for an appraisal of the visual significance of the mountain cult in 

relation to its wider social and political landscape. Figure  also gives an impression 

of the vast visual extent of the three case studies. However, many factors are involved 

in visuality, such as size, colour and contrast, and while not all of these can be taken 

into account, the viewsheds presented in the following sections at least indicate 

visual decay over distance. These are so-called ‘Higuchi viewsheds’, named after the 

landscape architect Tadahiko Higuchi, who identified the changing visual resolu-

tions of trees across distances, from leaf to tree to purple silhouettes. In our case, 

we signify distances of , , and  km as distinct degrees of visual resolution, tak-

ing architectural forms (rather than tree leaves) as a base point. The distances are 

visualised through colour gradation ranging from warm, representing the greatest 

degree of visual acuity, to cool, representing the least, but still visible in theory. 

Ranges from - km are also shown in deep bluish grey, as theoretically they 

fall within visual range but only under highly exceptional circumstances. 

The cult place will lastly be assessed for festivals and specific communal rituals, 

such as processions, sacrifices, feasting, games, and other forms that may have 

taken place. Material culture can help indicate the nature of the relationship 

between cult and community, particularly those bearing inscriptions or iconogra-

phy. Epigraphic evidence especially can articulate the agency, and sometimes tim-

ing, of individuals, and when located in situ can certainly indicate the relevance of 

place. Numismatic data show ways that the deity was imagined but also mediatised, 

projecting iconic aspects of cult into economic and urban contexts. In assessing 

these together, we can see how patterns of social memory of cult were reinforced 

in the minds of its communities, whether these memories were real, invoked, or 

performed as a newly ‘invented tradition’. According to Connerton, festivals in 

many cultures selectively recall an event that took place either on some historical 

date or in a mythical past, and a commemoration of this, as a revival of a particular 

narrative, serves as an anchor of collective identity in social memory. Nora takes this 

further to the material world with his classic concept of lieux de mémoire, in which 

objects become the locus for such politicised memory processes. Although they are 

not man-made monuments, mountains can nonetheless fulfil this same function, 

 Higuchi ; the method is explained in Wheatley & Gillings . 
 Further argued in Williamson , along with the eye-level height of an observer at . m. The 
viewsheds were produced with ArcGIS ...
 On ritual and social memory: Connerton ; Halbwachs ; Cubitt ; lieux de mémoire: 
Nora -; on the invention of tradition: Hobsbawm & Ranger . 
 Connerton , .
 Nora -. 
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as Tuan suggests in the statement cited at the beginning of this article. In this way 

we may assess how mountains accumulate a symbolic and political focus over 

time, while observing local strategies as well as larger patterns of the incorporation 

of mountains into the conceptual world of landscapes and their governance. 

Case Study : Zeus Lykaios

Our first case study is the sanctuary of Zeus Lykaios, located on Mount Lykaion 

(approximately  m ASL), in the west-central part of the Peloponnese in the 

Arkadian mountains, roughly  km west of Megalopolis and  km west of Tripoli 

(Figure ). The first systematic archaeological work here was done by Konstanti-

nos Kourouniotis from -. These early excavations uncovered features 

of the sanctuary that include the ash altar and the temenos, both in the ‘upper 

sanctuary’. In the lower area of the sanctuary, Kourouniotis found a hippodrome, 

stadium, bathhouse, two fountains, a stoa, seats, and a building more recently 

identified as an ‘administrative building’. From  to , the American 

 Kourouniotis . Test trenches were dug in the years prior to the systematic excavations, Kon-
topoulos .
 Kourouniotis () originally refers to this as a xenon (hostel), but Romano & Voyatzis () 
after continued work now believe it was an administrative building for the Lykaia.

Figure . View from the temenos of Zeus Lykaios.
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School of Classical Studies at Athens conducted various surveys at the site with 

excavations of the upper and lower levels of the sanctuary (Figure ). Their 

results provide new interpretations of some buildings, as well as new measurements, 

and indicate features of the site that were previously not known. Archaeological 

 Romano & Voyatzis ; ; also www.lykaionexcavation.org (accessed May ).

Figure . Plan of the Sanctuary of Zeus Lykaios (after Romano et al. , fig. ).
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finds from the upper sanctuary, specifically around the ash altar, date to the Final 

Neolithic, Early Helladic, and Middle Helladic periods, as well as the Mycenaean 

period, evidenced by the large concentration of ceramics from the site. The earliest 

remains of the lower sanctuary date to the th century BC.

Mount Lykaion itself was a prominent landmark that could be seen from 

around the region. This was surely one of the reasons that it held great signifi-

cance to the people of Arkadia as is evidenced by the many cult sites besides that 

of Zeus Lykaios, such as the cave of Rhea and the sanctuary of Pan. Pausanias 

(..-) cites local legend when he states that it was in this cave of Rhea that 

Zeus was born and cared for by Arkadian nymphs (as opposed to being born on 

Crete as is alternatively suggested by Hesiod). Pausanias (..) moreover states 

that Lykaon was the son of Pelasgos (first inhabitant of Arkadia) and founded the 

city of Lykosoura (‘the oldest of cities’, Paus. ..) and established both the cult 

of Zeus Lykaios and the Lykaion Games. Lykaon is said to have served human 

flesh to his visitor Zeus to test if he was a god, and as punishment, Zeus burned 

down his house and turned him into a wolf. It was suggested by Plato that 

because of this myth the Lykaia involved human sacrifice, with a subsequent 

transformation into a wolf for those who partook of human flesh. During the 

sacrifice of Zeus Lykaios, a man could thus be turned into a wolf, but not for his 

whole life. If he refrained from eating human flesh while a wolf, he would turn 

back into a man in the tenth year, but if he did eat it, he would remain a wolf 

forever. This wolf transformation, as described by Euanthes, can be seen as an 

initiation ritual, as he mentions a similar process elsewhere in Arkadia where a 

young boy would swim across a lake and disappear in the wilderness as a wolf. 

The boy would then remain a wolf for nine years (just as at the Lykaia) before 

turning human again.

 Romano & Voyatzis , -.
 Romano & Voyatzis , .
 Hes. Th. - states Zeus was born on Crete and hidden in a cave; Paus. .. says there is a 
precinct called Kretaia on Mount Lykaion and people confused this with the island of Crete.
 Euripides in his Orestes () also mentions this.
 Apollod. ..; Ov. Met. .-; [Hyginus], Fabulae . Pausanias’ account instead says Lykaon 
was turned into a werewolf after sacrificing a baby to Zeus (Paus. ..).
 The author of the Platonic Minos implies human sacrifice occurred on Mount Lykaion, Plat. Min. c; 
Socrates states that those who tasted human entrails that were mixed with entrails of other sacrificial 
animals were believed to become a wolf, Plat. Rep. D. On werewolf legends connected with 
Lykaion, see Burkert ; Buxton ; Eidinow . 
 Gordon , for a complete analysis of wolf transformation in the Graeco-Roman world.
 Paus. ...
 Plin. Nat. .; Jost ; Bremmer , for a discussion on the sacrifice and wolf transformation 
as an initiation ritual. 
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The Lykaia festival was held every year on the mountain. The exact religious 

details of the festival, however, are unknown. The games are famous in literary 

sources for being among the oldest games in the Greek world. Aristotle identifies 

them as the fourth oldest Greek games behind the Eleusinia, the Panathenaia, and 

games founded at Argos by Danaos. But how important were the Lykaian games 

to the people in the region of Arkadia? A strong indication is found in Xenophon, 

who mentions that when Cyrus’ army stopped walking in Peltae, in Phrygia, for 

three days, Xenias the Arkadian celebrated the Lykaia festival by sacrificing and 

holding games. The Lykaia is thus one of the only festivals known to have been 

performed far away from its sacred site, demonstrating the tight regional connec-

tion between Arkadians and the Lykaian games. 

Although the origin date is unclear, there is evidence for the festival during the 

th and rd centuries BC. It is during this period that Megalopolis was formed 

through a synoikism, in which several of the surrounding communities were 

incorporated into the newly founded city. There is some debate as to when exactly 

this occurred, but the dates  to  BC are most commonly given. The spe-

cific territories that were incorporated in the synoikism are unclear. Diodorus 

Siculus (..) mentions  settlements being absorbed into Megalopolis from 

Parrhasia and Mainalia, while Pausanias (..-) states that around  settle-

ments were involved in the foundation of Megalopolis. During this period, 

Zeus Lykaios became the primary god of the Arkadian League. The shift in 

scope coincides with a shift in his iconography on the League coinage. The earlier 

coinage typically shows Zeus Lykaios as a seated figure on the obverse with a 

female head such as Kallisto or Despoina on the reverse. Around the time of the 

synoikism of Megalopolis the coins shift slightly to show instead the head of Zeus 

Lykaios on the obverse and a seated figure of Pan, resting on a rock on the reverse 

(Figure ). 

The events surrounding the synoikism impacted the mountain cult and its fes-

tival with significant building activity in the lower sanctuary in the th century BC, 

 Zolotnikova , .
 Aristotle, Fr.  Rose (apud schol. Aristid. p. ); Pausanias (..-), however, states that the 
Lykaian games are also older than the Panathenaia; cf. the ‘Parian Marble’ (FGrH  A , which also 
claims the Lykaia were established after the Eleusinia; Pliny the Elder claims that gymnastic games 
were first instituted at the Lykaia, Plin. Nat. ..
 Xen. Anab. ...
 Jost , .
 For a complete discussion of the synoikism of Megalopolis, see Roy . See also Voyatzis , 
- on the ancient link between the Parrhasians and Mount Lykaion, referring to Strabo .. and 
Paus. ...
 Jost , .
 For the earlier coinage see Williams ; for later coinage from around the synoikism, see Gérin 
.
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as well as an expansion of the Lykaian games. Corresponding to this growth at 

Mount Lykaion, a ‘doublet’ sacred space was created in Megalopolis where Pau-

sanias (..-) mentions a sanctuary of Zeus Lykaios where no one could enter, 

as with the temenos on the mountain, and even a statue of Pan, which correlates 

to the sanctuary of Pan in the lower sanctuary of Mount Lykaion. This twin 

sanctuary, however, does not imply the festival was moved to a new location at 

this time as inscriptions found at the hippodrome, discussed below, indicate the 

festival remained at Mount Lykaion until at least  BC. It appears that the 

Lykaian games were moved to the city of Megalopolis in the rd century BC, as 

an inscription from the Athenian acropolis (IG II , ) records Athenian 

acceptance of a Megapolitan invitation to a re-founded Lykaian games c.  BC. 

It is unclear when the Lykaian games were completely abandoned, although we 

can say with certainty that they were not in place by the time of Pausanias.

The Lykaia was a secret sacrificial festival that included agonistic competitions. 

They were probably held after the completion of the sacrifices, yet we know little 

of the rituals surrounding the sacrifices. Just as elusive are the specific arrange-

ments of the athletic competitions. Before the building construction of the lower 

sanctuary (probably during the Archaic period), the games were likely held in the 

proto-stadion near the ash altar. The excavators Romano and Voyatzis suggest 

that the athletic games were moved to the lower sanctuary from the upper sanc-

tuary and held there from the Archaic to Hellenistic period. This festival seems 

to have taken place in the month of April or May and may have begun as an 

 Jost , .
 See Mahoney , - for a discussion of evidence for the refoundation of the festival in 
Megalopolis.

Figure . Coin from Megalopolis with the head of Zeus Lykaios on the obverse, 
and on the reverse Pan seated on a rock. c.  BC (BCD ) 

(image: coinarchives.com, eAuction , Lot ; accessed ..).
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annual event but following the Classical period it appears to have become pente-

teric. Two victors’ lists found in the hippodrome (IG V -) from the 

Hellenistic period indicate that the games were held every four years, from around 

 to  BC. The inscriptions also indicate the official who organised the Lykaia 

alternated between a priest of Zeus and a priest of Pan, as there was a sacred grove 

of Pan in the lower sanctuary. These two inscriptions moreover suggests that the 

games became more ‘pan-hellenic’, as the list of victors includes people from 

Greece, Italy and Asia Minor (Figure ). One notable victor was Lagos, son of 

King Ptolemy I, who won a two-horse chariot race, which is significant in that the 

Lykaia were important enough to attract the attention of the Ptolemies. It seems 

that the Lykaian games were moved to the city of Megalopolis in the rd century BC, 

but based on ceramic evidence from the lower sanctuary on Mount Lykaion, 

it appears that the sanctuary was still being used as it was a sacred place in the 

region.

The historical significance of the sanctuary confirms the great importance of 

Zeus Lykaios and the games to the people and the region of Arkadia. Located 

on the highest mountain in the area, it is understandable to believe with Pausanias 

that ‘from it most of the Peloponnese can be seen’ (Paus. ..). Yet the viewshed 

in Figure  suggests that the visibility was not as pervasive as one would think, 

appearing to be concentrated along the valley of the Alpheios river and other 

mountain peaks in the region, with possible glimpses of the sea on a very clear 

day. The excavators Romano and Voyatzis suggest that the Alpheios valley is an 

important link that connects Olympia to Lykaion, with the great ash altar perhaps 

being modelled on that at Mount Lykaion. They further indicate a visual con-

nection between Mount Lykaion and Olympia, or at least on hills near the sanctu-

ary, such as the hill of Kronos and Drousa hill, to the west. While our grounded 

viewsheds do not corroborate this, a postulated smoke column of  m rising 

from the ash altar could in theory have been visible from these areas, shown in 

 Romano () questions if the games before the Classical period were actually only held every two 
or four years as well.
 IG V ,  and -; IG V , III. 
 IG V  and .
 IG .., III. -, listed as one of the Macedonians, also Remijsen , -.
 Romano & Voyatzis , .
 Voyatzis , - and Romano & Voyatzis , which also analyses the visibility of the 
Lykaion on pp. - and fig. . Visibility over time is assessed in detail by Alexandra Katevaini in 
an MA project at the University of Groningen, see Katevaini .
 Romano & Voyatzis , .
 Viewsheds will differ depending on the locations of viewing points from which they are calculated. 
In ‘Looking at Mount Lykaion’, Katevaini () further addresses visibility potential between Olympia 
and Mount Lykaion.
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Figure . This figure also shows a much deeper visual penetration of the sur-

rounding areas than the view from or to the summit. As most of the important 

cities were located in valleys between the mountains, the summit does not other-

wise share a direct line of sight with many cities, but an important exception is 

the city of Megalopolis, which later claims the festival as its own; visibility may 

have played a role in these claims. Epigraphic and historical evidence inform us of 

the popularity of the cult and the participation by many in events around the 

sanctuary, so what does this restricted visibility mean? While the smoke column 

during sacrifice may well have operated as a shared focus for the wider landscape, 

surely the common knowledge of the sanctuary and the mountain, through myth, 

legend, and cult, were at least as important as its physical visibility in the quotidian 

world.

 On the smoke columns creating a stronger visibility between the two shrines of Zeus, see Romano 
& Voyatzis , . Smoke columns are discussed further below in connection with the last case 
study, of Zeus Stratios near Amaseia.

Figure . Viewshed showing the extent of visibility from the sanctuary of Zeus Lykaios, 
with an observer height of . m. Places visible from the top are underscored.
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Taking into account the mythology of Mount Lykaion, the various sources for 

the festival, and the visuality of the shrine, there are a few points to consider. 

People in the region of Arkadia were aware of the mythological importance of 

Mount Lykaion and participated in rituals that harkened back to these mythological 

times. The festival of the Lykaia drew people from around the Greek world but 

was mostly significant for the people of Arkadia. Megalopolis claimed the festival 

for itself as a way to claim the history of the region and politically legitimise itself 

as a newly founded city, but one rooted in the antiquity of cult. Finally, while 

the panoptical view from the sanctuary seems to feature in its fame, the actual 

intervisibility with Arkadian communities is not as extensive as one would expect. 

This indicates that visibility is but one aspect of prominence in the mind’s eye. 

What we can conclude is that the mountain shrine of Zeus Lykaios functioned as 

a coordinating mechanism for Arkadia and the foundation of Megalopolis, and 

was a centralising feature in a regional identity for the people that inhabited Arka-

dia, whether this was through its local visual prominence or through the more 

widespread legends that clung to it.

Figure . Viewshed showing the extent of visibility from the sanctuary of Zeus Lykaios at smoke 
column height of  m. Places visible from the top are underscored.
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Case Study : Zeus Akraios

At the top of Pliassidi Peak on Mount Pelion (at an elevation of  m ASL), is 

evidence of a sanctuary to Zeus Akraios and Chiron. The site, only partially exca-

vated by Apostolos Arvanitopoulos in , was identified as the sanctuary of Zeus 

Akraios along with the corresponding cave of Chiron. Although the material 

evidence, especially pottery, shows a continuous use from at least the th cen-

tury BC, the earliest attestation of a festival at the site dates to the rd century BC, 

in a literary text of Herakleides Kritikos (originally attributed to Dikaiarchos):

On the peak of the mountain’s top there is the cave called the Chironion and a 
shrine to Zeus Aktaios. At the rising of the Dog Star, the time of greatest heat, the 
most distinguished of the citizens (of Demetrias) and in the prime of their lives 
ascend, having been chosen in the presence of the priest, clad in thick new fleeces – so 
cold is it on the mountain. (FHG II, fr. . , p.  = BNJ A F.)

Herakleides’ reference to Zeus Aktaios is generally assumed by scholars to be 

a mistake based on other inscriptions from the area referencing Zeus Akraios. 

The latest attestation we have for the cult of Zeus Akraios is from an inscription 

dating to the nd century AD:

Aurelios Teimasitheos
Kentaurios, priest
to Zeus Akraios. (IG IX )

Although it is not clear whether a festival was still being held at this later date, or 

if so what the nature of it was, the cult of Zeus Akraios was nonetheless still 

important enough within the community to include a priest. The use of the name 

‘Kentaurios’ is also relevant as this inscription was found around Demetrias and 

could be a way to connect to the mythical past of Pelion via the centaurs that 

supposedly resided on the mountain.

Why was the sanctuary situated on a peak of Mount Pelion far away from any 

city? And what was the importance of Mount Pelion and the centaur Chiron in 

the festival? Mount Pelion is one of the prominent mountains in the Thessalian 

landscape and was especially significant to the Thessalian perioikos of Magnesia. 

 Arvanitopoulos , -.
 See for example the inscriptions IG IX , , , ; see also a dedicatory inscription to 
Zeus Akraios recently discovered at Kastro Velikas dating to the rd-nd century BC published in 
Varalis & Sdrolia , , n. .; other known sanctuaries of Zeus Akraios include those in Athamania 
(Chrysostomou -, -; Liv. ..), Halikarnassos (Graf ), Trapezous in Arkadia (FHG III, 
fr. , pg. ), and many others; see Cook , - for a complete discussion of sanctuaries of 
Zeus Akraios.
 Strab. ...
 The other prominent mountains being Mount Olympos, Mount Othrys, and Mount Ossa.
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Not only was Mount Pelion a dominant force in the landscape that could be 

viewed from far around, but it was also shrouded in myth and history (Figure ). 

Herakleides’ statement that although the festival took place at the hottest time of 

year, the participants had to don thick fleeces to protect themselves from the cold 

indicates a kind of otherworldly experience for the participants, even plunged into 

a different season from the everyday life. During the Gigantomachy Mount 

Pelion was placed on top of Mount Ossa (also in the perioikos of Magnesia) so the 

Giants could scale Mount Olympos to reach the gods. Another myth central to 

Mount Pelion was that of Jason, who in his search for the golden fleece used trees 

from around Mount Pelion to build his ship that he sailed out of Iolkos. Also, 

the centaur Chiron lived on Mount Pelion with his fellow centaurs. Chiron was 

 Unfortunately, the sanctuary of Zeus Akraios is now inaccessible as it lies within a military base.
 On ‘festival time’ as an alternating experience, Assmann .
 Ov. Met. .; Apollod. Bibl. ..; Propertius in his Elegies (.) claims this occurred during the 
Titanomachy.
 Apollon. .-.
 Pind. I. .-; Pind. P. .; Ov. Met. ..

Figure . View from Mount Pelion looking over Volos and the Pagasetic Gulf. 
Photo courtesy of Maria Stamatopoulou.
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an ancient deity with powers of healing and was known to all in Magnesia; he was 

said to have descendants living in the area who passed on his medical knowledge 

to those in the region. Chiron supposedly resided in a cave known as the ‘Chi-

ronion’ located near the temple of Zeus Akraios. 

The sanctuary of Zeus Akraios appears to have been founded much later than 

Chiron, after the synoikism of Demetrias when the Macedonians arrived in the 

area. The city of Demetrias was founded in / BC by Demetrios Poliorketes in 

the northwest part of the Pagasetic Gulf, which forms an important and naturally 

sheltered harbour and point of entry to the rest of Thessaly. A synoikism of vari-

ous smaller towns included Neleia, Pagasai, Ormenion, Rhizous, Sepias, Olizon, 

Boibe, and Iolkos (shown below on Figure ). It is after this synoikism that 

the cult of Zeus Akraios appears to have risen in prominence, and this is when 

we obtain the first evidence of the annual procession. The fragment of Herakleides 

indicates that the procession began at Demetrias and traversed Mount Pelion to 

the sanctuary of Zeus Akraios, involving the most distinguished citizens dressed 

in fleeces at the height of summer. Inscriptions after this time also indicate that 

the priest of Zeus Akraios resided in Demetrias, but could identify as being from 

elsewhere in Magnesia, specifically from cities that were synoikised into Demetrias 

such as Homoloion and Spalauthra. The cult took on an especially important 

status after Flamininus liberated the Thessalians from the Macedonians in  BC 

when Demetrias was named the capital of the Magnesian League, or Koinon, and 

Zeus Akraios became one of the three key deities of the Koinon, along with Apollo 

Koropaios and Artemis Iolkia.

During the Hellenistic period and into the Roman era, the mountain shrine 

appears to have accrued political significance especially in the area of Demetrias 

and Magnesia. As mentioned above, the priest of Zeus Akraios resided in Deme-

trias and oversaw the affairs of the cult with a prominent role in the annual pro-

cession from the city to the mountain sanctuary. The priesthood appears central 

 FHG II, fr. . , pg. ; Mount Pelion is characterised as being a productive place of drugs 
(pharmakodestatos topos), Theophr. Hist. pl. ..; Plin. Nat. .. 
 Pind. P. ; RE III, : .
 Stählin , -.
 Batziou-Efstathiou , ; see also Stamatopoulou  for a summary of the archaeological 
evidence of Demetrias.
 Strab. ..; IG IX  and  indicate Homoloion, Aiolis, Halos, Korope and Spalauthra were 
later included; Helly , - mentions the town of Glaphyrai was also incorporated, while Arvani-
topoulos ,  mentions Amphanai was also synoikised.
 IG IX , lines -; LSCG .
 IG IX , lines -; see also Kravaritou a, .
 Although there is no archaeological evidence Helly also suggests that a ‘doublet’ sanctuary of Zeus 
Akraios was located in Demetrias based on a stele from Demetrias bearing a decree for judges that 
was erected ‘in the sanctuary of Zeus Akraios’; Helly , -.
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in inscriptions concerning sacred matters of Demetrias and it appears this was an 

office elected by the people of Demetrias. Moreover, coins begin to feature an 

image of Zeus Akraios, which was a change from the earlier coins of Magnesia that 

depicted Chiron (Figures  and ). 

As Zeus Akraios became a key deity of the Magnesian Koinon, the festival and 

cult of Zeus Akraios could have served as an anchor for the new Roman rule in 

Thessaly, who remained active in the area, to connect to the local past as the 

 Boehm , ; for some of the inscriptions concerning the role of the priest in sacred matters 
see IG IX  = LSCG  and IG IX  = LSCG .
 Kravaritou , ; for a coin of Chiron see Moustaka , no. ; for a coin of Zeus Akraios 
see Triton XV , no. .; for imperial coinage depicting Zeus Akraios, Chiron, and the Chiron 
see Wace , - and Rogers , nos. -.

Figure . Coin of head of Antoninus Pius and a standing nude Zeus Akraios holding a sceptre 
and lightning bolt on the reverse, AD - (Rogers , no. ) 
(image: cngcoins.com, Triton XV Lot .; accessed ..).

Figure . Coin of laureate head of Zeus with Chiron on the reverse, st c. BC 
(Rogers , no. ; BCD Thessaly ) (image: coinarchives.com, Numismatic Auction ,  

Lot ; accessed ..).
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sanctuary on the mountain was so intertwined with the people of Magnesia. 

Although Zeus Akraios was most likely a newer deity, Chiron, who the sanctuary 

was tied with, was known to everyone in the region. By incorporating the cult 

into the Magnesian Koinon and instituting the priest as a central figure in religious 

dealings in Demetrias, the cult could be claimed by the city of Demetrias. This 

effectively removed its status as a sanctuary in the ‘wild’ neutral space and gave it 

a prominent position as a sanctuary of Demetrias. Although this was an extra-urban 

sanctuary with a procession, it points to a symbolic boundary of Magnesians 

around the Pagasetic. In addition, the election of the priest who could be anyone 

belonging to the old cities of Magnesia that became part of Demetrias, indicates 

an almost forced common identity amongst the Magnesians as people from around 

Magnesia were taking part in the festival.

The sanctuary of Zeus Akraios clearly had an important historical significance 

in the region. It is important also to consider the visual significance when viewing 

the sanctuary. Was the sanctuary visible to those who participated in the festival? 

When analysing the viewshed in Figure  we can see a few things of significance. 

The entirety of the Pagasetic Gulf was visible from the sanctuary (Figure ), 

which is important as the Pagasetic was the entrance to the rest of Thessaly, 

and many of the cities that rested along the gulf were eventually absorbed into 

Demetrias. We do not know if every city would have participated in the festival, 

but it is likely they would have known of the sanctuary and definitely would have 

viewed Pelion as a significant feature in the landscape. Building on this, it appears 

that most of the cities that were incorporated into Demetrias through synoikism 

shared a view of the sanctuary. Those that were not, such as Sepias, were imme-

diately in the shadow of Mount Pelion so even if they could not actually see the 

sanctuary, they would have been more than aware of its presence. Homoloion may 

be the exception as it was farther away and not in sight of the sanctuary or Mount 

Pelion. It was however, outside Demetrias, one of the most important cities of 

Magnesia as it faced the entrance to the valley of Tempe and was strategic in con-

trolling the northern entrance to the region. It is also likely based on an inscription 

from Kastro Velikas dated to the rd-nd century BC that Zeus Akraios was wor-

shipped on Mount Ossa, although no Hellenistic remains have been excavated as of 

 See Kravaritou  for a discussion of how the procession of Zeus Akraios was a rite of passage; 
see Kravaritou b for a period of transition that occurred after Roman influence in Magnesia.
 Kravaritou a, .
 Boehm , .
 As so little is known of the shrine of Zeus Akraios, and there is no evidence of a major fire ritual 
as with Zeus Lykaion or Zeus Stratios, we did not calculate the viewshed of a hypothetical smoke 
column for Mount Pelion.
 Stählin , -.
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yet. Lastly, even though the cities of Thessaly situated in the plains (also known 

as the tetrads) probably would not have participated in the festival, it is significant 

that many of the important cities, such as Larisa, Krannon, and Pharsalos, had 

(under the right atmospheric conditions) a direct line of sight with the crest. 

This mountain cult of Zeus Akraios thus appears to have become a centralising 

force within Magnesia. Associated first with Chiron, it later seems to have taken on a 

significance of its own, as the city of Demetrias became head of the Magnesian 

Koinon and Zeus Akraios became one of its principal deities. It can hardly have been 

a coincidence that his cult was established on this prominent peak that was within 

view of most of the constituent communities, but also one that engaged with their 

shared mythical past while providing an altered shared experience. All of this provided 

a symbolic focus for the region, thus aiding in the creation of a local identity.

 Varalis & Sdrolia , , n. ..

Figure . Viewshed from the Sanctuary of Zeus Akraios, with an observer height of . m. 
Places visible from the shrine are underscored.
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Case Study : Zeus Stratios

Our last example of a prominent mountain sanctuary connected to regional power 

and politics concerns the shrine of Zeus Stratios, perched on a mountain plateau 

in the highlands of the Pontic kingdom in northern Anatolia. Amaseia was the 

ancestral home of the Mithridatid dynasty, and Zeus Stratios, ‘of the armies’, was 

their principal god. According to Appian, Mithridates VI Eupator was following 

royal custom when he performed his splendid sacrifice to Zeus Stratios after his 

victory over Roman general Lucius Licinius Murena in the Second Mithridatic 

War (- BC). Appian records the ritual as follows:

He [Mithridates] drove all of Murena’s garrisons out of Cappadocia and offered sac-
rifice to Zeus Stratios on a lofty pile of wood on a high hill, according to the fashion 
of his country, which is as follows. First, the kings themselves carry wood to the heap. 
Then they make a smaller pile encircling the other one, on which they pour milk, 
honey, wine, oil, and various kinds of incense. A banquet is spread on the ground 
for those present (as at the sacrifices of the Persian kings at Pasargadæ) and then 
they set fire to the wood. The height of the flame is such that it can be seen at a 
distance of  stades from the sea, and they say that nobody can come near it for 
several days on account of the heat. Mithridates performed a sacrifice of this kind 
according to the custom of his country. (Appian, Mith. , trans. H. White)

In his travels through Pontos, the Belgian historian Franz Cumont discovered on 

 April  a remarkable site on a rocky dome now known as Büyük Evliya Çalı 

(‘Tomb of the Great Saint’), located some . km east of Amaseia, near the town 

of Ebimi, or modern Yassıçal. Although largely barren now, in his day the moun-

tain-top was noticeable for the many pine trees. At a respectable  m ASL, the 

peak is surrounded by mountains similar in height or higher still, especially the 

ridge to the north that, at  m, separates the crown from the sea. Cumont 

nonetheless clearly appreciated the ‘immense panorama’ from the top in his lyric 

description of the view as a series of peaks that ‘continue to infinity, like the waves 

of a petrified sea’. His impression is corroborated by the viewshed in Figure  

 This section draws on Williamson . Rescue excavations were conducted by the Amasya 
Museum at the site in , published in Özedemir .
 During the Third Mithridatic War, Mithridates VI sacrificed again to Zeus Stratios ‘in the cus-
tomary manner’, Appian, Mith. . 
 Cumont , . He describes the location from Ebimi (modern Yassıçal), a  hour walk from Amaseia. 
‘À une demi-heure en deçà d’Ebimi, se dresse le sommet arrondi d’une éminence, qui attire immédiatement 
l’attention, car, dans ce pays dénudé, elle est couronnée d’un bouquet de vieux pins, pour lesquels les 
habitants ont un respect superstitieux’. The pine trees are depicted on the photograph in St.Pont.II .
 Özdemir , , fig.  gives a good impression of the view from the shrine to the northwest 
and the Pontic mountains.
 Cumont ,  and St.Pont.II : ‘Une ascension aisée conduit au faite d’un mamelon arrondi, 
d’où la vue embrasse un panorama immense. Vers la nord celui-ci est borné par les sommets neigeux 
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below, generated from an average observer’s height, skimming across the tops of 

the surrounding peaks. The communities in the valleys would clearly not have had 

a view of this mountain-top or its shrine, although it would have been noticed from 

the Kekrit valley below to the north, an important artery that carried the ancient 

road (and modern highway) to Eupatoria, Neokaesaria (Niksar), and eventually 

Komana.

Cumont further described the hill as encircled by a peribolos wall, which he 

estimated at  m in diameter, with a square feature in the centre, roughly  × 

 m. The site can be seen today on Google Earth, and Figure  shows a nearly 

perfect square set at an angle within a nearly perfect circular wall surrounding the 

top. The marble architectural fragments lying around and the overall setting of 

the place led Cumont to consider this as a sacred site that was more congruous 

de l’Ak-Dagh et les crêtes de la haute chaîne côtière, mais dans les autres directions, on voit se succéder 
à l’infini, comme les vagues d’une mer pétrifiée, les rangées de montagnes parallèles qui forment les 
assises du plateau anatolique’.
 Olshausen & Biller , -, drawing on the Tabula Peutingeriana (also Kartenskizze ), and 
 for Yassıçal. Also Marek , ; Özdemir .

Figure . Google Earth image of Büyük Evleri Çalı near Yassiçal. 
The square altar within the circular peribolos wall is clearly visible in the centre 

(image: Google Earth, dated ..; accessed ..).
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with a monumental altar than a temple. He drew an analogy between the square 

feature and the Great Altar of Pergamon – the foundations of both altars largely 

correspond in size. The religious nature of the site was subsequently confirmed 

by a marble base with an inscription for a statue dedicated by Gnaeus Claudius 

Philon, priest for life. Cumont’s discovery of more inscriptions near Yassıçal, 

together with the frequent appearance of a monumental altar on coinage from 

Amaseia (Figure ), led to his identification of Zeus Stratios as the deity of this 

mountain shrine. Rescue excavations in  further exposed a multi-chambered 

complex and porch, northwest of the altar, with a structure just southwest of this 

suggested to be a temple. Yet the altar remains the principal feature, with walls 

that reached up to . m from the bedrock, in a construction matching that shown 

on the coinage. 

With his interest in syncretism, Cumont detected a mixture of Greek and 

Persian elements in the magnificent fire ritual for Zeus Stratios as described by 

Appian, leading him to draw parallels between Zeus Stratios, ‘the god of the 

armies’, and the Iranian god Ahura-Mazda. Cumont compiled references to other 

cults of Zeus Stratios in Asia Minor related to commanders and kings. Zeus 

Labraundos in Karia is referred to on at least two occasions as Zeus Stratios. This 

 Cumont , . The Pergamon altar is in fact slightly smaller, at c.  ×  m.
 St.Pont.III  (SEG .). 
 St.Pont.III  and ; Cumont , -. On Amaseian coinage, see Price & Trell , -; 
Dalaison ; Dalaison , -; Sauer , -.
 Özdemir .
 Cumont , McGing ,  n. gives a summary of Cumont’s views of the deity.
 Cumont . Also Robert , -, n.; Ghiţă , -; Saprykin , -.
 Herodotos .; Strabo .. (himself from Amaseia).

Figure . Amaseian bronze coin struck under Caracalla, c. - AD, showing the altar on the 
reverse, with a sacred tree and pyre (Dalaison , nos. ) (image: Gorny & Mosch Giessener 

Münzhandlung, Katalog online auction , .., p. , lot ; accessed ..).
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cult was tightly associated with the local Hekatomnid satraps by the th century BC, 

if not before, and there probably was an intentional association, either by the 

dynasts themselves or those in their circle, between the local rulers and the warrior 

god on the mountain. Yet the image of Zeus Stratios in Pontos as a deity infused 

with non-Greek, oriental elements as painted by Cumont is contested by Luis 

Ballesteros Pastor, who provides further evidence for the cult in mainland Greece 

and argues for a more complex bricolage of an ancestral cult in Pontos according 

to the needs of the times. 

For the purposes of this paper, however, it is more important to understand 

the relevance of the cult in connection with the local and regional communities. 

Inscriptions especially support the centralising role of the shrine. David French 

visited the site in  and  and discovered some  roughly hewn rocks 

with inscriptions of the names of various regions and towns (Figure ). The 

 Ballesteros Pastor .
 French , suggesting that there were probably originally many more. At least one more was 
discovered in the  excavations, mentioned (but not identified) in Özdemir , .

Figure . Plan of the shrine of Zeus Stratios, indicating the locations of inscriptions 
with names of communities and regions (after French , , fig. ).
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backs of the inscriptions were left rough and French believes that they were laid 

in the earth face-up, with some kind of iron stand as some still had iron fixtures. 

About half of the inscriptions were legible and French was able to match them 

with places mentioned in Strabo (..-) or visible in the Tabula Peuterin-

geriana. Julie Dalaison has more recently brought several nuances to French’s 

findings. Both scholars agree that these are all places that belonged to Amaseia. 

Their distribution around the altar led French to interpret them as markers for 

some communal ritual, while Dalaison noted their position relative to the direc-

tion of their respective communities. Strabo (..-) had described the ter-

ritory of Amaseia as being between the Iris river, which Amaseia straddles, and 

the Halys river, and some  stadia across from north to south. Dalaison thus 

calculates Amaseian territory as roughly  km E-W and  km N-S; the general 

extent is indicated by shading on Figures  and . With an area roughly the 

 Dalaison .
 Dalaison .

Figure . Viewshed from the Sanctuary of Zeus Stratios at observer height. 
Only Dabazoene (underscored) falls within direct visual range.
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size of Cyprus, Amaseia would have been one of the largest poleis of the ancient 

world. Dalaison and French both believe these inscriptions and their spatial 

arrangement to point to some kind of ritual meeting of a regional assembly, pos-

sibly involving an oath ceremony. The dating of these inscriptions is highly 

tenuous, although it is tempting to envisage a link with a possible synoikism of 

Amaseia during the reorganisations of Pontus et Bithynia and Paphlagonia under 

Pompey and later Claudius. Mitchell suggests that they were connected with the 

imperial cult and oath-taking ceremonies such as under Augustus.

 Dalaison , ; also Marek , , who further notes the exceptionality of this well-organised 
ceremony that unusually included smaller rural communities.
 E.g. Marek ; Vitale . 
 Mitchell , on the Paphlagonian oath (OGIS ), discussed in Dalaison , .

Figure . Viewshed from the Sanctuary of Zeus Stratios at smoke column height of  m. 
This penetrates a much greater degree of Amaseian territory. 

Places within viewing range of the smoke column are underscored.
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French further suggests that the wide panorama gives a natural focal point for 

the region. As noted above, however, the mountaintop itself would not have 

been visible from most of the settlements of the participating communities, as 

their view to the peak would have been blocked by the surrounding mountains. 

An important exception would have been made during the fire ritual, as it would 

have generated a column of smoke that could be seen from far away. A large fire 

surely would have been necessary to keep the flames burning on the windswept 

plateau. Elsewhere it has been argued that smoke columns easily reach heights of 

well over a kilometre, depending on atmospheric conditions, and that a very mod-

est smoke column of  m high, rising from the great altar, would already have 

visually penetrated much of the landscape of Amaseia, as can be seen in the views-

hed in Figure . Although Appian’s claim of seeing the fire from  stades 

(c.  km), at sea seems far-fetched, it is possible that on a clear day (and depend-

ing on the wind) many of the communities within Amaseian territory would have 

been able to witness the fire ritual through the smoke column, perhaps seeing the 

flames reflected in the smoke columns at night. 

Based on a lack of earlier evidence at the shrine at the time of his writing, French 

believed these inscriptions, and the site in general, to date to the imperial period. 

The  rescue excavations, however, yielded some finds from the Hellenistic 

period, possibly some walls of the multi-chambered complex, and especially a coin 

from Amisos, dated to the late nd or early st century BC (i.e. the reign of Mithri-

dates VI Eupator), together indicating this hilltop as a strong candidate for his Mith-

ridates’s legendary ritual. Although this is not without problems, such as the visibility 

of the fire from the sea, it may nonetheless have been a leading narrative in Appian’s 

day in the nd century AD. It is tempting to consider the renewed investment at 

the site and on the coinage of the polis in the Severan era, as on Figure , as a 

revival of the cult of the ancient Pontic kings, perhaps in support of Amaseia’s claim 

to the title of first of the cities of the Roman province of Pontos. The ‘memory’ 

of the connection of Zeus Stratios with the powerful kings of long ago may well 

have been an ‘invented tradition’, but one that unified the present communities 

and riveted them in the deep past through the great altar at the top of their world.

 French , : ‘The high location of the monument, visible in a wide radius to the surrounding 
regions, suggests that it was both literally and figuratively a focal point in the manner of Nimrud Dag 
in Commagene’.
 Elaborated in Williamson . Depending on atmospheric conditions, smoke columns can rise 
up to  or  km; the viewshed here thus adopts a conservative view, also taking into account that a 
portion of the smoke column would also need to be seen to be recognised as such.
 French .
 Dönmez , -; Özdemir , , and fig. .
 Burrell , - on Amaseia’s profilation on its coinage as ‘metropolis, first of Pontos’, in 
rivalry with Neokaisareia; Dalaison , -; -.
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Analysis

Mountaintop sanctuaries are ubiquitous across the Graeco-Roman world, but in 

certain cases they seem to occupy a special position at the intersection of physical, 

social, and political landscapes. In this paper we sought to examine this triangular 

relationship between mountains, their communities, and regional identities through 

an analysis of three peak sanctuaries of Zeus from various chronological and geo-

graphical areas. Each case study involved a discussion of the history of the site 

and cult, an assessment of the visuality of the mountain shrine through views-

hed analysis, and an analysis of the ritual and material culture, especially through 

inscriptions and iconography on coinage. This allows us to now address the larger 

question of how mountain cults aid in the formation of a shared experience of the 

people of a region that is at the same time ritual, social, and political.

Taking into account the physical mountains, we notice that the mountains 

themselves appear to be dominant forces in the landscape of memory. Especially 

Mount Lykaion and Mount Pelion each accumulated stories of their own that 

transcend their places of cult. Mount Lykaion was supposedly the birthplace of 

Zeus and was a place where the hero Lykaon, central to the foundation myths of 

Arkadia, is said to have founded the Lykaion games. The site shows evidence of 

continuous activity dating back to the Mycenaean period and so indicates that this 

mountain was of regional importance across time. By the late classical period it 

was surely considered a primeval place in the deep memory of the Arkadian land-

scape. Similarly, Mount Pelion in Thessaly had strong mythical connections as the 

home of centaurs, specifically the famous Chiron, as well as being a place con-

nected to many heroes such as Jason. The people of the region would have known 

about this ‘wild place’ associated with Chiron and these mythical creatures, thus 

holding great importance prior to the advent of the cult of Zeus Akraios in the 

region. Looking east, myths appear to have clung less to the plateau of Zeus Stratios 

near Amaseia in Pontos, but the mountain occupied a place in local history as the 

spot associated with the custom of royal sacrifice, possibly where Mithridates VI 

performed his commemorative fire ceremony. Much of the evidence recovered on 

the peak and on the coinage of the city below points to a revival of this tradition 

in the later imperial period, long after the passing of the Mithridatids but surely 

as a way of invoking the ancient power of this place, invested by the legendary kings 

under the aegis of Zeus.

These mountains were central to local stories, myths, and legends, which served 

to foreground them even further. Their prominence in the minds of their com-

munities was thus reinforced, but how central was their visuality as part of the 

overall shared experience of the various communities in their respective regions? 

We might expect mountaintops that naturally dominate the horizons of several 
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communities at their feet to have been crowned by cults for Zeus. The viewsheds 

from the three case studies, however, point out some interesting nuances while 

demonstrating that not every sanctuary had the same level of visibility. 

The sanctuary of Zeus Lykaios on Mount Lykaion, at  m ASL, suggests a 

high prominence that corresponds with Pausanias’s claim that one could see the 

entire Peloponnese. The viewshed analysis, however, indicates that the peak indeed 

oversees several other peaks, even the border mountains of Arkadia (in theory), 

and a good degree of the Ionian Sea, but that most Arkadian communities, located 

in valleys lower down, did not actually enjoy intervisibility with the peak, aside 

from Megalopolis, Bassae, Gortys, and Asea (Figure ). Yet they probably would 

have been able to see the rising column of smoke, which we may infer from the 

fire rituals that left behind the great ash altar (Figure ). In this way the larger 

community of Arkadia, perhaps even up to Olympia, would simultaneously have 

been aware of the cult of Zeus and his rituals on the mountain.

By contrast, the sanctuary of Zeus Akraios appears to have been highly visible 

throughout the region, directly from its position (Figure ). Unlike the other two 

sites the visibility of a smoke plume was not calculated as the lack of evidence from 

the sanctuary makes it impossible to know whether such a central fire ritual was ever 

performed here. But even without such a ritual, the visual extent of the shrine is 

spectacular. The Pagasetic Gulf and all of the cities around it share a sightline with 

Mount Pelion, and the sanctuary of Zeus. In fact, much of Thessaly would in 

theory have a view of Mount Pelion, which at  m ASL (and on a very clear 

day) defines the horizon to the east. The sanctuary thus occupied a natural hier-

archy of place in the landscape as the mountain would have commanded the view. 

The sanctuary of Zeus Stratios presents again a different case. Unlike Mount 

Lykaion and Mount Pelion, the plateau by Amaseia was not the highest point in 

the landscape. Despite its elevation at  m ASL this plateau is only one of many 

other mountains in the region (Figure ). This means that the sanctuary of Zeus 

Stratios was rarely visible to the areas within the territory of Amaseia, except for 

the major road in the Kekrit valley moving north around the ridge. However, here 

again the fire ritual is key. As with the shrine of Zeus on Mount Lykaion, a hypo-

thetical column of smoke rising  m above the altar shows a different picture 

(Figure ). The smoke column would have been visible throughout most of the 

extended territory of Amaseia, making the site in fact highly visible as people in 

the region would have known exactly when and where the rituals were being 

performed, allowing them to share in a sense in the experience, if only remotely. 

But what do all these viewsheds mean for these mountain sanctuaries of Zeus? 

Some of these sanctuaries were highly visible while others were less so, even if 

located on the top of a mountain. What we can ascertain from these visual analy-

ses is that while visibility may have played a crucial role in the importance of these 
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sites, it was not the only important factor, and, in fact, may have been less impor-

tant than the memory associated with these cults of Zeus. Even if the sanctuaries 

were not visible to everyone in the region, the memories created by the partici-

pants and the stories that they told would have created a shared social experience, 

a way for the general population to foreground these mountains in their mind and 

hold their sanctuaries in high esteem without actually seeing the site.

One aspect that all three mountain cults do have in common, whether through 

myth, legend, or ritual, is the altered experience at the top. We are informed that 

the temenos of the Lykaion was barred from human entry, as a place where shad-

ows were not cast and where certain death would follow within a year upon 

trespassing the boundaries. Together with the rumours of human sacrifice and the 

transformation into a wolf, the mountaintop was indeed a very ominous and 

dangerous place, where especially young men should tread lightly. Regarding 

Mount Pelion, we are informed that, although the rituals of Zeus Akraios took 

place at the height of summer, the top was still so icy cold that the youths who 

progressed to the peak had to be donned in ‘thick new fleeces’, perhaps implying 

fresh sacrifices below as part of the ritual. Such stories are less endemic to the 

mountain of Zeus Stratios, yet the fire ritual performed by the rulers was said to 

be so intense that the flames could be seen from the sea and the heat was such 

that no one could approach the altar for several days. Tall tales notwithstanding, 

the narratives that were told and retold about these sacred peaks underscored their 

extreme difference from the everyday world below, but also their physical impact, 

discomfort, and potential harm to the bodily experience. The mountaintop thus 

represented an altered reality, a sudden shift in seasonal time, a world of power 

very different from that of the cities and villages below, but nonetheless one that 

was deeply bound to it through ritual.

The festivals involved with these case studies vary as to the amount of evidence 

we have for each cult. The Lykaia provides the most amount of data, although 

details remain hazy, such as the element of human sacrifice. Athletic competitions, 

however, were a central part of the festival. The games were considered to be 

among the oldest in the Greek world. The festival appears to grow in importance 

following the synoikism of Megalopolis in the th century BC, when the city 

claims the cult as its own and uses the festival as a coordinating mechanism for 

the Arkadian League. Athletes from across the Mediterranean were attracted to the 

festival and the slopes were embellished accordingly with festival architecture. 

Mount Lykaion thus became a locus for collective ‘memory’ in Arkadia, through 

the combination of legend, cult, and festival, creating a sense of a region while 

legitimising the central position of Megalopolis. The festival surrounding Zeus 

Akraios on Mount Pelion appears very similar to the Lykaia in terms of being a 

centralising force in Magnesia. The festival itself involved a procession of the most 
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‘distinguished citizens’ going from Demetrias to the sanctuary of Zeus Akraios 

and Chiron, clad as they were in their fleeces. Not much else is known about the 

festival, but as with the Lykaia, this festival seems to grow in significance around 

a synoikism, when the cult of Zeus Akraios begins to be involved in the urban 

affairs of Demetrias. The civic prominence may be read through the appearance 

of the priest of Zeus Akraios in several inscriptions. Similar to Megalopolis, 

Demetrias appears to claim this festival and sanctuary as a way to connect to the 

local memory of the surrounding area. Myths about Mount Pelion were common 

knowledge in the area of Magnesia and through its claims to the sanctuary, Dem-

etrias was able to position itself centrally within Magnesia. The festival not only 

helped in creating a shared identity for people in the area, but further maintained 

and repurposed the memories on the mountain as they helped legitimate the new 

city as a prominent place on the Pagasetic Gulf. 

The festival of Zeus Stratios by Amaseia follows a different dynamic. Unlike 

Megalopolis or Demetrias, Amaseia had not recently undergone a synoikism, but 

it was apparently vying for the position of metropolis and first among the cities 

of Pontos by the nd century AD, when the altar of Zeus Stratios appears on the 

coinage of the city and the fire ritual in Appian’s narrative. The cult on the 

mountaintop appears to have been a centralising force in the region, at least in 

this period if not before. Inscriptions from the site indicate that several commu-

nities located in the vast territory of Amaseia came together on this plateau and 

were probably involved in some kind of communal ritual, perhaps an oath-taking 

ceremony, around the great altar that was surely reminiscent of the legendary 

kings. 

Conclusion

At the beginning of this article, the question was asked whether mountain cults to 

Zeus help to form a shared experience of the people of the region that was at the 

same time ritual and political. In our three cases we can see that these mountain 

sanctuaries of Zeus clearly provided a focus of social memory in their respective 

regions. It is tempting to attribute this to their visual prominence, and seemingly 

eternal presence, but this is only part of the picture. These were storied places that 

were foregrounded by myth and legend and that increasingly became pivotal points 

in the political landscape. Nearby cities laid claim to these mountaintop sanctuaries 

of Zeus as their own, placed them on their coinage, and (re)organised great com-

munal or civic festivals around them. On the one hand this legitimised their own 

place of importance within the region, but on the other it provided a centripetal 

point of gravity that pulled together the sacred, social, and political landscapes, 

creating a sense of region that surely felt as natural as it was crafted.
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